Fee Reduction Recommended

Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds today said she will recommend an approximate $90 student fee reduction next week to Trustees of The California State University. She made the statement in testimony prepared for the Senate Committee on Education chaired by Sen. Gary Hart (D-Santa Barbara), contending CSU student fees have risen too sharply and without adequate warning to students.

The proposed reduction would bring typical CSU student fees down to almost $600 for the 1984-85 academic year. This year’s average is $692.

Reynolds argued for fee-setting guidelines produced last year by the California Postsecondary Education Commission (CPEC), permitting increases only within a predeterminable range, and opposed the use of student fees to pay for student financial aid programs.

Of the reduction, which Reynolds said she will recommend to the Trustees Tuesday at a meeting in Long Beach, $47 would apply to bringing CSU fees closer to the CPEC range, and $42 would eliminate the present subsidy of financial aids by student fees.

The two-part fee reduction would require about $25 million in additional state funds for the CSU next year. Governor Deukmejian, Reynolds said, "has been quite clear in expressing his willingness to consider a fee reduction should state revenues permit. Indications are that the state revenue picture is much better than anticipated."

"I earnestly hope that the revenue situation, combined with our modest proposal, makes it possible for you and the Governor to consider favorably this fee adjustment," Reynolds told the senators.

"California always has been a state of firsts. Now let us be first to lower fees in accord with our stated intent to do so when the state entered economic recovery," Reynolds noted that CSU student fees increased about 11 percent a year from 1972-73 through 1981-82, or from $162 to $319. However, in 1982-83, and again this year, the increases soared to almost 60 percent each year.

"By any standard of measurement, these recent increases have been excessive and sudden," she said. "Clearly, there has been a basic shift in state policy away from low fees as well as from the principle of tuition-free education."

Intercollegiate Sports

by Steven Race

The issue of Intercollegiate Sports was once again raised at the Associated Students Board of Director’s meeting last Thursday. This time, however, the issue was not discussed in a heated controversy. Instead, A.S. President Rod Hendry had it tabbed for two weeks in order to give all of the board members a chance to look at the results of the Task Force and talk to people about their feelings on this controversial issue.

The issue began during the spring quarter of 1983 when the Task Force on Intercollegiate Athletics conducted a feasibility student findings that recommended CSCSB seek membership in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division III level. It also asked that CSCSB seek membership in the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (SCIAC).

The Task Force asked that an intercollegiate sports program be phased in over a five year period beginning in the fall quarter, 1984. Among the first year sports that would be implemented are soccer, volleyball, cross country, basketball and tennis.

The projected operational cost for the fifth year (1988-89). One of the reasons that some people are against the proposed intercollegiate athletics is that the current Instructionally Related Program (IRP) fee be increased $10 per academic year.

If passed, the additional $10 fee would be split up in three quarters. A $4 increase in the fall quarter, to be followed by a $3 increase in the winter and spring quarter.

In an executive order sent out from the Office of the Chancellor to all of the California State University and Colleges on March 26, 1978 said, "should the campus wish to increase the fee beyond $10 per academic year in or after fall, 1981, a student referendum called by the advisory committee shall be held. The referendum shall be advisory to the committee and the campus president. Referenda to augment or reduce the fee shall be held no more than once in three years."

This means that if President Evans decides against the fee increase, the student referendum will not be able to change the decision.

Among the positive effects of the inauguration of an intercollegiate sports program listed in the Task Force report are (1) will provide additional curricular activities for younger students, (2) could help recruit freshmen and sophomore to the college, (3) give the college more visibility in the community, (4) develop and promote an identity for the college on campus, (5) SCIAC membership should serve to keep CSCSB’s involvement in intercollegiate athletics in proper perspective, and (6) will provide an opportunity for students enrolled in a public university to participate in Division III athletics.

President Evans has not reached a decision on whether CSCSB should have a sports program at this time, but A.S. Vice-President, Steve Winker, said, "we’re supposed to discuss it at the meeting a week from Thursday (Nov. 3). Hopefully President Evans will be there to discuss it too."

The negative impact of a favorable decision includes the fact that it could lead to increased instructionally related program fees for students. It would also draw some funds away from the instructional budgets in times of fiscal stringency, according to the Task Force report.

Current student and faculty use patterns of the physical education facilities would be modified. Student attention could be diverted from academic pursuits, and will have an effect upon scheduling the large gymnasium for selected intramural sports.

Jay Alverson carries the football backed up by Jim Smolich and Ervin Caver at an intramural football game.
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News Briefs

Pacific Pre-Law Conference Newsbrief

The 14th Annual Pacific Pre-Law Conference is scheduled for Wednesday, Nov. 9, 1983, in the James E. West Center at UCLA. Representatives from over 50 law schools throughout the country will speak and provide program literature to all who have an interest in pursuing a law career. Information will be available about admission procedures, requirements, and the various programs offered by each school. This program is open to all students from any Southern California college or university. Admission is free!

This event is being sponsored by the UCLA Placement and Career Planning Center and the UCLA Alumni Association.

Pizza Night Reunion

The Educational Chapter of the Alumni Association is sponsoring an Alumni Reunion at Pizza Chalet, 215 East Highland Ave., San Bernardino on Tuesday, Nov. 8 from 5 p.m. until 11 p.m. All Alumni, faculty, and staff are invited to attend. This event is being held for all graduates of CSUSB. Renew old acquaintances and find out what "happened" to what's his/her name. Remember, Nov. 8 at Pizza Chalet. See you there.

SAIL ANNOUNCEMENT

Don't be surprised if you get a call from Student Assistance in Learning (SAIL) this term. Faculty will be referring names of students to the SAIL office, an effort to link students to counseling and the essentials of human communication and the library services. Contact Tessa Scarfone, secretary on-line, 797-9300 (late afternoon/evening).

Get Well Dr. Dolan!

It has recently come to our attention that Dr. Keith Dolan of the Education Department suffered a heart attack on Oct. 8. Those of us who know Dr. Dolan are relieved to learn that he is already recovering at home, although it is not yet known how long he will be absent from campus. Those interested in sending words of cheer and greeting should contact the Education Department at 887-7570.

Bruce Mullinen, a Cal State student, was shot early this morning when he apparently tripped over the stairs in the Creative Arts building. The accident took place around 10:30 a.m. in the Drama Lab and according to a police spokesman, the student hurt his back. "All movements hurts," said the student while he was taken out of the building.

Even though the injuries didn't appear to be serious, the student was taken by Courtesy Ambulance to County Hospital according to a nurse spokesman at County Hospital, the student was then taken into the emergency room where x-rays were taken. "He's okay," she said.

The fire department and campus police were the first emergency vehicles to arrive. The ambulance service arrived a few minutes later and placed the student on a roll-away stretcher before taking him to the hospital.

Psi Chi Uni Phi Professionals (PUPS) will be hosting Virginia Satin one day seminar entitled "A Day With Virginia Satin: Illness and The Family Process on Friday Nov. 4 in the Recital Hall. There is a charge of $35 ($25 for local dues paying Psi Chi or Uni Phi members) for the seminar.

This is a very special one-day program offering a unique opportunity to learn the essentials of human communication understanding and being understood from its most extraordinary teacher, Virginia Satin. Ms. Satin will combine lecture along with live and simulated interviews to teach her theories, methods of communication and the family process. The program will offer participants richer perspectives within which to view the operations of their own families, as well as learning ways to help others enhance their family communication for healthier, happier living.

The doors open at 8 a.m., and the seminar runs from 9-4:30 with a one and one-half hour lunch break. For more information contact Steven Coffey in the Student Counseling Center, Ps 227 or Barbara Sorego or Rebecca Warren in the Services to Students with Disabilities Office, PL 107.

Steven Coffey
Psi Chi President

DON'T WAIT ★
TURN IN YOUR NOMINATIONS FOR OUTSTANDING PROFESSOR BEFORE OCTOBER 31, 1983
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featuring fiction, poetry and State students, alumni, and critical essays written by Cal last May, will continue in the off campus professionals.

by Jeffrey Bauer-

currently a graduate student

three current English majors in English at Cal State.

is Dr. Larry Smith. Dr. Smith has a poem in the current issue of The Pacific Review.

Mark Parker and Don Williams are professional, concerned, interested in Cal State.

ATTENTION MOTHERS AND FATHERS—You will be glad to know the Children's Center is now offering a night program, and you don't have to be a student to take advantage of this program.

children's entertainment and learning. A study hall with tutors is also available for older children. In addition, snacks are supplied, but parents must bring their child's dinner in a sack lunch as the snacks do not constitute a full, well balanced meal.

The night program is available Monday through Thursday from 6:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. The most available times are Tuesday and Thursday, but children are still being accepted on Mondays and Wednesdays.

Children must be from 2 years to fourteen years old and be toilet trained to be accepted at the center.

activities provided every evening include: art and crafts; video tapes; and music and dance for the children.

The rate is $1.50 per hour for one child and $1 per hour for each additional child. There are professional, experienced and concerned people on staff, so come and bring your child and make use of this great program at Cal State.

The United States must show the will to stay and suffer the losses of such terrorists. No longer can the U.S. have the luxury of drawn back to "Fortress America" as it could twenty years ago. The U.S. must be the counterforce to any and all soviet expansion in the world today.

As seen in other parts of the world, when the countries lack groups have not gained their goals at the peace table, they pursue the law of the loaded gun to try to get what they want.

Marie C. Spain
U.S. History Major

The purpose and goal of having the U.S. marines in Lebanon is to be an active part of the peace keeping forces. I do feel the U.S. and French peace keeping forces should stay in Lebanon. I feel, however, that these peace keeping forces should take the offensive and blow the enemy off the face of this earth. We have no been, indeed, is time to put the defensive position in the trash can and retaliate. We cannot afford another Vietnam. We should make this war short with a definite victory for the peace keeping forces. If this is not a satisfactory solution, then give the war back to the Israeli's and let them die for their own cause, not the U.S. marines or any other soldiers of the peace keeping forces.

Anonymous

The presence of U.S. marines in Lebanon is a notice to the world that the U.S. will not sit passively while troubled countries fall domino fashion to be gobbled up by terrorist countries.

However, if peace keeping forces stay in Lebanon, then they should be allowed to fight back and not made sitting ducks. Otherwise, they should get out of Lebanon and allow the Lebanese to settle their own problem without any interference from any other country. They are not really doing anything constructive to keep peace in Lebanon. It is such a tragic waste of lives for no reason at all.

Sylvia Woodruff
Women's Studies

I believe the marines are in Lebanon to be a presence to try to stop the civil war that's taking place in that country today. I have a hard time justifying the U.S. forces being in Lebanon in the first place the attack this weekend made me very angry and I feel now that they should be brought home. I have a hard time understanding a U.S. presence in a country that is having a civil war. I realize that there is more involved here than a civil war, but I still feel that we should pull out.

CSCSB INQUIRY

What do you consider the purpose and goal of having U.S. marines in Lebanon?

Do you think that the United States and French peace-keeping forces ought to stay in Lebanon in light of this weekend's attack?

Jim Monroe
National Security Studies
Graduate Student

The soal purpose of having U.S. marines as peace keepers in Lebanon is that of buffer between the warring factors in that country, so that a peaceful end might come about and not forces by a gun to the back of the head. The United States is not the only peace keeper there. Great Britain, France and Italy are also present. This area of the world is of vital interest to western countries—strategically and economically.

Pacific Review

by Jeffrey Bauer-

Cal State's first literary magazine, The Pacific Review, which was released last May, will continue in the same format this year, featuring fiction, poetry and critical essays written by Cal State students, alumni, and off campus professionals.

This year's faculty advisor is Dr. Larry Smith. Dr. Smith who is a published author, has a poem in the current issue of Koyote, a literary periodical. The staff includes three current English majors at Cal State, Donna Corsaut, Mark Parker and Don Williams. The Managing Editor, Jim Maloney, is currently a graduate student in English at Cal State. Editor Sandy Fredricksen said that she would like to see students and faculty from many different departments contribute to this year's issue. The first call for manuscripts has already been issued.

Last year's Pacific Review, the first such literary publication in Cal State's history, featured prose and poetry, nearly two-thirds of it written by Cal State students. Students interested in having their manuscripts published should submit them to the English department, PL 248 located on the second floor of the library.

Children's Center

by Jodi Feldbush

ATTENTION MOTHERS AND FATHERS—You will be glad to know the Children's Center is now offering a night program, and you don't have to be a student to take advantage of this program.

children's entertainment and learning. A study hall with tutors is also available for older children. In addition, snacks are supplied, but parents must bring their child's dinner in a sack lunch as the snacks do not constitute a full, well balanced meal.

The night program is available Monday through Thursday from 6:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. The most available times are Tuesday and Thursday, but children are still being accepted on Mondays and Wednesdays.

Children must be from 2 years to fourteen years old and be toilet trained to be accepted at the center.

Activities provided every evening include: art and crafts; video tapes; and music and dance for the children.

The rate is $1.50 per hour for one child and $1 per hour for each additional child. There are professional, experienced and concerned people on staff, so come and bring your child and make use of this great program at Cal State.

You Are Cordially Invited To Attend The Evening Office Open House

*PL 107

Monday, Oct. 31

Tuesday, Nov. 1

5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Refreshments will be served

*Plau Library

ADVERTISMENT

SUN. "ROCKY HORROR" COSTUME SHOW "500"

K-CAL FM "MONSTER MASH"
WITH JOHN LESLIE, HASH ALLEN, STU. & TOM MULVYIHL

PLUS THE FINEST IN ROCK & ROLL ENTERTAINMENT

HALLOWEEN

Sun. & Mon.

5:30 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Hayride

by Carol Leish

On Oct. 8 students enjoyed a Hayride at Rancho Cabrillo in Redlands. There was a fire ring where hotdogs and marshmallows were cooked and toasted.

Ruth Burke said that there was beautiful scenery high up in the mountains where the hayride was held.

Pam Scott enjoyed having "lots of clean fun." Sue Gedwise also had fun on the trip. Pam commented that there was "no tin foil for the bananas boats." She said that it was an adventure getting lost way up high.

The Associated Students and Student Union are planning the Escape Program for winter and spring quarter. If you have a special trip you would like to have planned, contact Sherri Deutchman at the front desk in the Student Union. Remember, to take advantage of the trip to Santa Anita and the horseback riding adventure. Ask at the Student Union for information.

Novemberfest

by Carol Leish

When do you find clubs participating in selling food and in having game booths during live entertainment? What follows tradition? Novemberfest.

On Thursday, Nov. 3 the Activities Office, Student Union and Associated Students are planning this annual event outside the Student Union. Be informed of this event now in order to make this Novemberfest a successful one.

The fest will begin at 11 a.m. Set-up will take place at 10 a.m. Check with the Student Union, at the front desk, for information and special arrangements needed for your club.

Halloween IV

Just When You Thought It Was Safe To Go Into The Student Union!

IT’S

"The Night Of The Living Dead" Dance Extravaganza

Free . . . . Refreshments, Prizes, and Fun!

Come In Costume

Student Union SUMD 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Men At Cal State Calendar

Price Now $3.00!!

Available At The Bookstore

*Resident fee amount

Purchase a pizza discount coupon for $1 and be entered in a drawing for free fees.

Available at A.S. Office in Student Union

HAVE A.S. PAY YOUR FEES NEXT QUARTER
New Women's Club On Campus

The Cal State's Organization for College Women is a new club on campus which has received temporary recognition for Fall Quarter, and is currently working on the necessary paperwork to be turned in Winter Quarter for permanent recognition. The purpose of the organization is to provide an opportunity for individuals interested in women's issues to gather and plan activities for the enjoyment of the campus community.

The organization held its first meeting on October 11 and has members for all three subcommittees: Constitutional, Ways and Means, and Activities. Thus far the CSOWC has participated in campus affairs and sponsored the mini donut sale on October 5 in front of the library.

Membership to the organization is open to the campus community (all CSSCB students, faculty, staff, and administrators).

International Club

The International Club of CSCSB is currently recruiting members and seeking nominations for its three offices. The objective of the International Club is to further CSCSB students' knowledge of the cultures, arts, history and politics of other nations. The Club will promote programs of all types which will aid in achieving the educational objectives of the organization. Programs worked with by the International Club include the Model United Nations Political Science Department advisors: Dr. Khare of the Political Science Department and Dr. Khan of the Business Administration Department.

Nominations for officers will be accepted until 4:30 p.m., Oct. 31, 1983. Nominations can be given to Nancy Mazzia, in AD 130 or Carol Jones, in AD 135. Officers include: Chairman, Vice-Chairman and Secretary-Treasurer.

Elections will be held Nov. 1, 1983 at 4 p.m. in the Student Union Senate Chambers. In addition, the Nov. 1 meeting, the organization will start planning club activities. Everyone is welcomed and encouraged to attend!

Halloween Carnival

by Carol Leish

Join in the Halloween spirit on Oct. 27 at 8 p.m. at the Halloween Carnival and Dance, sponsored by the Associated Students and the Mecha Club. Costume and dance contests held at this scary event in the SUMP. All you goblins and witches come endure Halloween and have some witches brew.

After enjoying some dancing, you can partake in the carnival's game booths while eating in the Student Union lounge. The Associated Students is encouraging all clubs to participate in the festivities. Last year at the carnival their were food booths, a cake walk, a jail house, dart-a-bagel contest, ping pong throw and abuse a pumpkin.

This is a good opportunity to become involved on campus and to raise funds for clubs, according to A.S.

The Halloween carnival should be set up at 7 p.m. for organizations interested in participating. Talk to Sherri Deutschman in the Student Union about the kind of booth your group would like to have and what special arrangements you will need from A.S.

CSMA

by Greg Timpany

At its regular noon meeting on Oct. 20, the Cal State Marketing Association (CSMA) invited Dr. Terry Manyak to speak. After the organization dispensed with its business, Dr. Manyak began his presentation. The day's topic was: President Reagan's dealings with International Law and how it applies to the mining of deep sea modules.

Dr. Manyak explained both the positive and negative view point toward the "Deep Sea Mining Act," which the U.N. now has before its members.

The CSMA would like to thank Dr. Manyak for providing insight on the valuable topic.
Affairs

by Dennis Hatcher

Editor's note: This is part 2 of a 3-part series concerning student-faculty love affairs at CSCSB. Part 3 of this series will appear next week.

Authors note: The persons in the following interviews are real. They are students at CSCSB who were courageous enough to talk about their relationships. I owe it to them to conceal their identities by the use of fictitious names and the omission of their academic majors.

Jan is an attractive, 21 year old woman with blonde hair, and warm blue-gray eyes. She is a very artistic person and she shows it in her firm and trim figure. A junior at CSCSB, she was quite candid about her relationship with her former teacher. Her words came easily, as she needed to talk about it, to finally get it out in the open.

She met Tom while she was a student in his class; he was 35 and never married, she was 17, and a virgin. My first question, naturally, was how it all started.

"Some girls," she explained, "are just naturally attracted to older men. I mean, they won't have anything to do with guys their own age. I'm one of them."

"I wasn't ready for that yet," she admitted. "I like my freedom. And I don't want to have to hold me down, or I feel like I'm being smothered. I'll escape. That's why I moved into the dorms. I had a place of my own and I could see Tom whenever I felt like it, which was often."

Did your parents ever know about Tom? "Tom felt that we should keep it a secret from them because he didn't want me to have any pressure from my parents. He wanted to protect the relationship."

What type of pressure, you ventured? "He was so much older and you'd probably tell me I'd be happier with someone my own age. And because I was so young."

Since? "Since he had been so young and sexually inexperienced, I wondered how she felt deep inside about her relationship."

"Sex was important," she admitted, "but not too important. The passion was more important—it was very important. He made me feel grown up. I was very proud to have a lover, but it had to be kept secret. For him, it was a sexual fantasy, but I had so much trouble dealing with my own emotions, I didn't see that it way at the time. He was, and still is, my first real love, and he made me feel protected and secure. But now, after 3 years, she feels secure enough to end the relationship. We talked about why it was ending and some of the changes that had occurred in her life."

"I feel secure enough that I don't need his protection," Jan explained. "He was raised in the 1960's and attitudes about a man's responsibilities toward a woman were different then. Today, it's part of our culture for women to be strong and not dependant."

"He was wanting a commitment. He was making me feel obligated, but I think I deserve the freedom he's had all his life. He, who, while laying in bed, had a shooting contest, didn't believe in my potential. He felt I was wasting my time with my (field of study) and that I didn't have much of a future."

Well, I am very excited about my future and I'm not going to let anybody stand in my way. I have a lot of confidence in my work and I feel good about it."

She went on to say they had grown in two different directions, so it was inevitable that a break up should occur. The important thing to emphasize is the education of the "invest­ment," as she calls it, that their relationship involved. "It's a bond, and it can't be easily thrown away. He was my first love. It was always so easy to say 'I love you.' I still do love him, but I can't say it easily anymore."

Jan felt her affair had been a rewarding one and that she had many things to be thankful for. She was quick to add, however, there was a lot of flak from students and faculty. She thinks affairs like this should be kept secret because, she claims, "It's really unnecessary to open yourself to such publicity."

I asked Jan what her advice would be to anyone who was considering an affair with a teacher. "Go for it!"

Another young woman, whom I attempted to interview at length, later decided that it just too risky to talk in any detail about her experiences while dating faculty members on this campus. Not wishing to make her feel pressured in any way, I naturally respected her decision. But what makes this noteworthy is that her fear of being identified seems to bear out the contention that peer pressure and public knowledge are, indeed, a powerful and restrictive force to romance. This young lady, who is especially attractive, did tell me, however, that while she has dated a faculty member once or twice, she would never do so again due to the adverse affects upon her and the teacher caused by public knowledge on campus.

"By the very next day," she said, "everyone in the whole school seemed to know about it."
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Calico Lives Again

An ESCAPE trip to Calico is being planned for Nov. 5. It's not too late to make a reservation to go and learn more about Calico first hand. Contact the Student Union Desk for more information.

As a direct result of the successful Waterman mines, with the high quality ore coming out of the, prospectors and mining companies swarmed over the Calico Mountains, where soon there developed a thriving mining town. By 1882, only a year after the rich silver finds, the little town of Calico had over 1,000 residents.

Calico derived it's name from the brightly colored mountains in which it is located. The name was first coined by John Peterson who spoke of "that calico-colored mountain over there." When even richer deposits were discovered, the great Silver King mine became the richest producing in the state, causing Calico to swell to a population of 3,500 in 1888.

By 1886, Calico could boast of "...an excellent weekly newspaper, ably edited by the proprietor, Mr. John G. Overshiner, who has ingeniously christened it the Calico Print." The paper ran so many amusing stories as how women should kiss a tobacco spitting man, and of two drunkards, who, while laying in bed, had a shooting contest with a doorknob as the target.

No one owned land in Calico, as it was all government property at the time. People were allowed to claim lots for houses and businesses, but construction had to take place quickly. Otherwise, the claimant would have to relinquish his claim to someone who could build quickly. The first buildings were made of wood and thrown up any place one wanted; after Calico was burned to the ground 2 or 3 times, the buildings were constructed of adobe, and people fenced in their yards along the only street, Main Street. Many different nationalities were present in Calico: Irish, Greek, French, Dutch, English and Chinese, besides the Americans, added a distinctive flavor to the bustling activity during Calico's hey-day. Despite this, Calico was the moral standard for other mining communities. The men of Calico exemplified the code of the west; they frowned upon violence, respected their womenfolk, debts were paid, and a man's word was his bond. Crime of any sort was rare, and home life was highly valued.

Today, Calico lives once again! Purchased by Walter Knott in the 1950's, Calico was painstakingly, and slowly, restored as best as could be obtained from the few photographs that remained in the hands of families of former Calico residents. In 1969, Mr. Knott donated the restored town to the county of San Bernardino, where Calico enjoys the status of an Historical Park.
Gold Discovered On The Mojave Trail

by Dennis Hatcher

In 1849, the influx of immigrants to California over the days of the Gold Rush, was responsible for the beginning of mining to California over the Mojave Trail during the Sutter's Fort, ignoring for the gold rush in Southern of a gold rush in Southern responsible for the beginning roaring days of Desert. Sutter's Fort, ignoring for the the miners at the camps. Waterman's mill community grew and with the coming of more. The Waterman community as well as the mining camps did not allow alcohol, gambling, or "bawdy-houses," and for this reason was popular among miner's wives. Waterman was a good and fair employer, and miners were happy to work for him. Waterman's wealth and popularity propelled him into California politics where he was elected Lt. Governor in continued on page 12

In most jobs, at 22 you're near the bottom of the ladder.

In the Navy, at 22 you can be a leader.

As a college graduate and officer candidate, your Navy training is geared to making you a leader. There is no boot camp. Instead, you receive professional training to help you build the technical and management skills you'll need as a Navy officer.

This training is designed to instill confidence by first-hand experience. You learn by doing. On your first sea tour, you're responsible for managing the work of up to 30 men and the care of sophisticated equipment worth millions of dollars.

It's a bigger challenge and a lot more responsibility than most corporations give you at 22. The rewards are bigger, too. There's a comprehensive package of benefits, including special duty pay. The starting salary is $17,000 — more than most companies would pay you right out of college. After four years, with regular promotions and pay increases, your salary will have increased to as much as $31,000.

As a Navy officer, you grow, through new challenges, new tests of your skills, and new opportunities to advance your education, including the possibility of attending graduate school w.4 you're in the Navy. Don't just take a job. Become a Navy officer, and take charge. Even at 22.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Take Charge At 22.
Health Corner

This is a weekly column. If you have any health-related questions that you would like answered, drop your questions in the box in the Health Center lobby.

Is it true that you have real doctors and nurses in the Health Center? I thought it was nursing students that worked there.

The Health Center staff has only one medical doctor (another doctor will be joining us in the very near future), a pharmacist, a nurse practitioner, a registered nurse, and three support personnel. The only time non-Health Center personnel work in the Health Center is when the registered nurses from the Nursing B.S. program do physical examinations for the entire campus. These examinations are offered only two or three times per year, and a medical doctor is available for assistance.

Could the Health Center stay open until 6 p.m.?

Several years ago, the Student Health Center was open until 7 p.m. So few doctors that it is impossible to keep these hours. When and if we get a large enough staff, we will then reconsider the possibility of staying open later.

I have severe cramps a few days before, and the first few days of my period. Is there any medication available or exercises I can do to prevent this?

There is a medication on the market that works very well for dysmenorrhea (medical term for cramps before and/or after a period). Unlike the medications given in the past for this problem, this new medication does not make you tired and has few other side effects. The medication is available by prescription only, and is available in the Health Center. A good exercise program such as aerobics, jazzerice, jogging, swimming, and/or postural exercise can help reduce the severity of the cramps in some cases.

Recently I was given Tylenol Codeine for pain. I got very nauseous from it. Does this mean I'm allergic to codeine?

No. There are different kinds of reactions to medications. What you experienced would be classed as an adverse reaction. Codeine, especially on an empty stomach, can cause nausea. If you have an adverse effect, you should call your doctor or pharmacist and ask how to avoid this reaction. An allergic reaction manifests itself as an itchy rash, difficulty in swallowing or breathing, and/or swelling. When any of these allergic symptoms occur, the patient should discontinue the medication and seek medical help quickly.

I'm sure I got herpes from my mate. Does this mean he (or she) has been unfaithful?

Not necessarily. Herpes can recur many years after a first active infection.

---

Late One Night

by Dennis Hatcher

Writing is the bond that holds society together, and the common boast, that the improvements in knowledge are conveyed from one man and one generation to another.

John Locke

I was sitting at my desk one night, wearily scanning the works of Descartes, trying to make sense of it all. "I am, I think," I thought, "quite sleepy. If only I rest for a little while, perhaps then I could concentrate better."

Ever so gently, I lay my head upon my book and closed my eyes. No sooner than my eyes were shut, I heard a rustle of noise behind me, and I quickly turned to see what it was. No one could imagine the startle I felt upon my face (tell upon an ornately-dressed gentleman, who appeared for everything to have just walked off the Mayflower.
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**Entertainment**

**"Copper Top" Takes Field Trip**

by Dennis Hatcher

Last Wednesday night, Miranda Munson, the copper-topped bundle of energy who teaches German at CSCSB, took some of her students on a field trip to see the highly-acclaimed German film, "Das Boot."

Many students on campus have already seen or heard of this magnificent motion picture about a German submarine crew, but relatively few have seen it in the original German language version. Last week, this version played at the Rainbow Theater in Redlands, along with another German film, "The Marriage of Maria Braun."

Munson felt that seeing these films with her students would be an excellent opportunity to expose her students to the German language as it is spoken in real life. Of course, there were English subtitles so that everyone could fully understand what was going on, but hearing the actor's cries of fear, pain, and excitement in German added an element of realism that is lost in the English version.

Aside from letting her students hear "real" German, Frau Munson saw this field trip as a means for Americans to see how well a German film can be made. But the film does much more than that. It shows that the majority of German soldiers and sailors during WWII were just like ordinary men with wives and children whom they loved, and who were drafted or volunteered to serve their country in time of war. This film could have been about an American submarine crew. It showed, with graphic realism and heartbreaking irony, why 30,000 out of 40,000 German U-Boat sailors never returned from the sea. This picture makes no political comment on the conduct of the war, except to show that the common fighting man didn't always believe the propaganda of his government.

Rather, he had a job to do, and no matter how distasteful it was, the job had to be done. After the film was over, many of the students expressed awe at the realism and attention to detail shown in the film. Most students felt as if they had been aboard the submarine, sharing every emotion that a group of men can share. One student, who expressed the thoughts of many, told how he still found himself sucking in precious air after the tremendous climax. As anyone who has seen the film can attest, it leaves everyone gasping-literally.

Thanks to Frau Munson, "Das Boot" was an experience her students are not likely to forget, and hopefully, was a good experience relating to things German. Then again, anyone who meets Miranda Munson comes away knowing they have had a good experience with something German. Keep up the good work, Miranda!

Incidentally, Miranda is taking a group of interested students to USC on Oct. 27, 7:30 p.m. to hear Hans von Herwarth, former German ambassador to Great Britain, and head of the office of the President of the Federal Republic of Germany, speak on the topic, The Rise of National Socialism and German Resistance. Transportation will be provided if there are enough interested students, and there is no charge at USC. A reception follows. See Miranda Munson in Foreign Language Dept., but hurry, you don't have much time!

---

**Fine Wine**

"Fine wine tastes good. You do not have to acquire the taste for it," according to William C. Smith, who gave a presentation. On Oct. 19 in the Student Union, about 60 people tasted various cheeses while tasting different wines.

The cheeses sampled were: Cheddar, cheddar, Butter Kase, Gouda, and Cremes Chocolate. According to Mr. Smith, who is also the president of Food Services at UCR, "fine wine tastes good. You do not have to acquire the taste for it," according to Mr. Smith, the experts rate the wines.

The wines sampled were: Beminger Chenin Blanc, Hart Sauvignon Blanc, Lichine Beaujol Ais, and Cilvrzo Cabernet Sauvignon.

The testing of the wine occurred as the cheese was eaten. The wine was rated according to appearance, cloudy to brilliant; color, aroma and bouquet; total acidity, dryness/sweetness, body; taste, finish (after taste); and general quality. This UC Davis score sheet was utilized in order to show the students how, according to Mr. Smith, the experts rate wines.

This event, which was part of the Living Learning Series, was very informative. Smith, who is also the president of the Wine Society of Riverside, encourages people to taste wines and be aware of the different ways of rating the wine, in order to enjoy it fully.

A.S. Videos are still being shown five times a week in the Student Union.

Next week the double feature will be "The Hunger" starring Catherine Deneuve and "Carrier" with Sissy Spacek. The latest Roger Moore film, "Octopussy," will be shown the week of Oct. 31.
Cheap Skis

by Dennis Hatcher

Winter is almost here, and many of us are thinking about hitting the ski slopes. For the student who already knows how to ski, but can't afford the relatively high cost of owning their own equipment, take heart, we afford the relatively high cost about hitting the ski slopes. CSCSB offers skiing of owning their own equipment, let me just tell you! CSCSB rents skis and poles at a very affordable price. If you have never skied before, but would like to learn, CSCSB offers skiing classed during the winter quarter.

For $10, any CSCSB student presenting a valid student i.d. card can purchase an equipment rental card which entitles them to rent equipment for up to 10 different times. Each time equipment is checked out, one of the holes will be punched in the card. This means that skiing equipment costs only $1. That's right folks, just a buck. Where else can you get a deal like that? Certainly not at Pizza Hut! And get this: the skis are Rosignoll. That's right,Rosignoll. But there are one or two catches. Now wait, don't turn the page yet. It's not that bad; you have to supply your own ski boots. And skiing classes have priority for use of the equipment (they get it for free). But the people at the equipment check-out in the P.E. Department are ready to help you out. If you bring your boots with you, they will fit your boots and adjust the bindings as only experts can. You'll see—I talked to those folks over there and they are good people.

So how do you get one of those rental cards? Just go to the Bursar's Office, pay your $10 and tell them what you want. You'll be all set. While we're still talking about the recreation equipment, let me just tell you that the rental card applies to any equipment, not just skis. You can check out tennis and raquetball stuff, even volleyball and softball packages, including the gloves. Did you know they even have indoor golf at this school? It doesn't matter if it's raining or snowing outside. If you want to play sports of some kind, our people at this school can fix you right up. I got the word—straight from the horses mouth. Dr. Reg Price, head of the P.E. Department.

Go to it gang, and happy skiing!

Mixed Company Unbeaten in Coed Football

by Steven Race

In a battle of undefeated teams, Vaugh Smith scored twice and Scott Witternburg added one touchdown as Replay II defeated the Happy Llamas, 18-6. The win improved Replay II to 3-0 while Happy Llamas fell one game behind at 2-1. Jacin Alvarado scored during the first half for the Llamas only points of the game. In other games Friday, Mojave won their first game of the season by defeating Al's Assassins, 22-12. Mojave has now scored 28 points in three games while allowing 70. The Assassins loss kept them in last place with an 0-3-5 record.

Albert Shaw scored three touchdowns to lead the Killer Bees to a 52-0 stomping of New Breed. Shaw leads all coed players in scoring through three games with 44 points.

John Bailey and Michelle Williams both scored one touchdown and a two-point conversion, and Mike Chatham and Patty Fryin each added one touchdown in the win.

Al's Assassins Win With Greg Walker

by Steven Race

Gene Alvino and Hal Bernardy both scored a touchdown and Craig Smith scored one extra point as Jerry's Kids came from behind to defeat the Hit Men, 13-8. After spotting Jerry's Kids a 6-0 lead at halftime, Mark Smith scored to tie up the game, 6-6. Kurt Otterbeen scored to tie the game, 6-6. Kurt Otterbeen scored on a two-point conversion to give the Hit Men an 8-6 lead only to see Jerry's Kids come back to win their third straight game while giving the Hit Men their first loss of the season.

In other afternoon games Friday, Apocalypse defeated the Vice Squad, 39-6. After falling behind 14-0 at halftime, the Vice Squad scored their only points on a touchdown by Michael Coleman to close within eight points, 14-6. The two-point conversion failed and mistakes enabled Apocalypse to widen the margin.

Al's Assassins evened their record at 1-1 with a 48-0 smashing of ARMY. ARMY has now lost three straight games while being outscored 91-14.

The Blues Brothers picked up a half-game on the idle, For Hero's Only with a 31-8 victory over Hustlers. The Blues Brothers are one game behind as they evened their record at 1-1. The Hustlers are 0-3-5 and have only scored eight points while allowing 91 points this season.

In Friday's schedule the Hit Men are at Al's Assassins; on Field 1, Happy Llamas at Mojave; on Field 2, Killer Bees at AKY; on Field 3, and Blues Brothers at Apocalypse; on Field 5. All games begin at 2 p.m.

Players of the Week

Coed

by Steven Race

Coed Defensive Player of the Week, Gene Alvino, intercepted two passes and scored one touchdown as Mixed Company routed AKY 60-0.

Coed Offensive Player of the Week Greg Kontra, scored four touchdowns in Mixed Company's 60-0 victory over AKY.

Mens' Defensive Player of the Week, Gene Alvino, intercepted one pass and scored a touchdown to help Jerry's Kids overcome the Hit Men, 13-8.

Mens' Offensive Player of the Week, Greg Walker, scored three touchdowns and added a two-point conversion in leading Al's Assassins to a 48-0 victory over ARMY.

Coed Division

Win Loss
St. Bernard Division
Mixed Company 3 0
New Breed 1 1
Killer Bees 2 1
AKY 0 3

Coyote Division
Win Loss
Replay II 3 0
Happy Llamas 1 2
Al's Assassins 0 3.5

St. Bernard Division
Win Loss
Jerry's Kids 0 3
Hit Men 2 0
Al's Assassins 1 1
ARMY 0 3

For Hero's Only
Win Loss
Apocalypse 0 3
Vice Squad 2 0
Blues Brothers 1 1
Hustlers 0 3.5

Stadiums

Win Loss
St. Bernard Division
Mixed Company 3 0
New Breed 1 1
Killer Bees 2 1
AKY 0 3

Replay II 3 0
Happy Llamas 1 2
Al's Assassins 0 3.5

Jerry's Kids 0 3
Hit Men 2 0
Al's Assassins 1 1
ARMY 0 3

For Hero's Only
Apocalypse 0 3
Vice Squad 2 0
Blues Brothers 1 1
Hustlers 0 3.5

Spectators at the football game.
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26  
94 p.m. Career Planning. 10-11:50 ESL PS 108, 10-1:45 12:10-1:50 Art Gay Speaker, 12:10 p.m.  
20-24 Club, 2:25 p.m. B1 102 Nursing, 7:59 p.m. SUMP  

THURSDAY  

10:45-12 p.m.  

FRIDAY  

10:45-12 p.m.  

SATURDAY  

28  
4:30 p.m.  

30  
Santa Anita  

SUNDAY  

31  
10:10 p.m. bake sale side of librar• Mecha, 12:1  
100, 4:54 p.m.  
SUMP Jazzercise, 5-30 p.m.  
Office Open House, 6-5  
SUMP Aerobics, 3-30 p.m.  

tennis courts School of Hope Journey, 8-5  
Playing Fields  

MONDAY  

1  
12-1 Pub area Lady Bwani. 12:1  
SUMCO, Senate Chambers, 12:1  
A. McPherson  
SUMP Thrift Store  

TUESDAY  

8  
8:30-10 a.m. C 1200 MCLA, 8-800  
SUMP Thrift Store  

Halloween Costumes  

Let your imagination run wild! We want - make your own costume  
From “Rags To Riches” - We have what you want!  

BASELINE THRIFT STORE  

120 W. Baseline  
4:30 p.m.  
May 5  
9 a.m.  

Open Sundays 10-5 during October only  
STUDENTS 20% discount  
With student id on Sundays
A Betrayal of Friendship?

Letter to the Editor

name withheld upon request

The following remarks are directed to the Associated Students of our student body, yet it is hoped that we all might think about them.

Several weeks ago a group of graduate students were sharing wine with a very popular professor after a nice class. Taking part in a few rounds of good cheer, they gave and took camaderie being enjoyed by all until one certain individual drunkingly said, "Why, Dr. Goodguy when we went out on final night was in fact given, Prof. Goodguy was invited to a social spot by a large group of students to share friendship and celebrate the end of the quarter, and Prof. Goodguy was not and did not get wasted.

The Point: For those of us who do not realize it, the administrators and faculty on this campus extend to us a type and form of friendship and opportunity for dialogue that this person has never explained before. Any of you who go to USC, UCLA, San Diego State, ultraliberar UCSB or Berkeley and you will not within light-years begin to receive the intelligent, personable, truly human concern that our Prof's and administrators extend to us. Off-the-cuff appointments; make-up exams, help with grad work; I have yet to be personally refused by that first individual here at Cal State.

The Real Point: We spend more time on this campus (full-time) than we do with our families. The people are our "family." You just let that first Prof. or administrator get fired or get into serious trouble over some half-assed remark and out the window goes that unique environment and relationship that we need and must have with the talented, caring human beings. Tenure or not, false or not, have no bearing on the matter at all-you and me, but our thinking matters. That mouth can in fact ruin a career. And you can be guaranteed this: let us ruin just one person's life and we will have in fact, ruined our own. Let's continue our social relationships with these "family" members, and in fact attempt to enhance them, but let's also respect them.

NATURAL BEAUTY

Girls' Make-Up

by Linda Riddell

It is a well known observation that women of today have forgotten why the art of facial make-up was ever developed. Perhaps lean help the girls understand why and just how are we to wear make-up today.

Girls! If you're not willing to walk up to men or anyone else, matter of fact, and say "do you know why I look this beautiful?" Well let me tell you why-I wear one pound of facial make-up. I wear three shades of violet on my eyelids above my eyliner to make my eyes look big and alluring and polish my lips with Pomegranate, or in some cases, pale-poky pink to look kissable," then why are you willing to be seen in the cafeteria blushing those cheeks and panting those dry, thin lips! That is exactly what you are doing: you are broadcasting to the world your secrets. You would not relieve your bladder in public. Why do you do other things that are equally as private in public?

Make-up was developed long ago, perhaps in the days of ancient Greece, for the purpose of appearing bewitchingly beautiful and mysterious. To enhance the beauty already prevalent of beauty where none previously existed.

We desire others to believe we are naturally beautiful when they look at us, why else would we work so hard and spend from 30 to 60 minutes a day working at being beautiful, not to mention the amount of money we invest yearly to keep up to date with the latest supplies!

Beauty is a mystery, not a social spot by a large group of students to share friendship and celebrate the end of the quarter, and Prof. Goodguy was not and did not get wasted.
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